2015: A New Start
Labour’s vision for
North West Leicestershire

Free swimming for all under 16
Bring planning back under control
Enough social & affordable housing for local need
Encourage all local employers to pay a living wage
Review car parking as part of new town centre strategy
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Foreword By Cllr Tom Neilson
Leader of the Labour Group, North West Leicestershire D.C.

I am privileged to be leader of an amazing group of Labour
councillors on North West Leicestershire District Council, who
have passionately and effectively represented the district and
stood up when they have seen injustices and waste.
Things have been tough since the global financial crisis, but in
reality some of the issues in North West Leicestershire go back
a lot further than that. Back to the 1980’s when the mining
community was devastated by Thatcher’s pit closures.
It’s time for a new start, a Labour administration at the council would bring a clean brush to the
long term issues affecting our community. Issues like a lack of affordable housing for local
people, low pay levels and a loss of skilled jobs and town centres that have not seen major
investment for nearly a generation.
Labour have been speaking to people on doorsteps almost every week over the past 5 years
and we have kept hearing the same issues being raised time and again. People are saying that
planning at the council is out of control, car parking charges are a problem, dog fouling is getting
worse or people are being priced out of the housing market in their village.
However the main complaint that people have with the district council is that they feel that local
people no longer have a say in what happens in their neighbourhood. We cannot continue like
this, the council needs to work for you, not rich developers and the professional politicians who
just aren’t connected to the real world.
Labour are committed to dealing with the problems you have raised with us and we do listen
when you say something isn’t right. We will ensure that you are engaged with early on
proposals that affect your neighbourhood and there will be an end to sham consultations with
preferred options already decided. We will open the doors to democracy at the council, with all
meetings being webcast and less decisions being taken behind closed doors.
Vote Labour in May for a new start and a reinvigourated ambition for our district, and for the
power of community to take the lead once again.
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Our approach to policy making
Concentrating on outcomes that illustrate our ambitions for North West
Leicestershire
During this policy review we have taken a different approach to designing our
programme. We have spent a significant amount of time and effort discussing what sort
of district we want to live in. We have designed our policies to address the challenges
that are in the way of creating a community based on Labour values.

Listed in full our ambitions are:
●
●
●

Local people feel involved in decisions about their area
Private tenants are empowered to make informed choices and feel more secure
North West Leicestershire has a caring council that supports all its residents relative
to need
● Decisions are taken in the open and fully scrutinised
● A healthy district which encourages active lifestyles and wellbeing
● A diverse and exciting arts and cultural offering across the district
● Quality council housing with enough houses to meet the local need
● Thriving High Streets and markets with a secure future
● Local training and employment opportunities for every young person
● A majority of council procurement won by local businesses
● A sustainable transport network supporting a working district
● Well paid and skilled jobs with more manufacturing
● A good place to work and play
● A council with a sustainable financial future, less dependant on government
● A council which staff are proud to work for and which champions best employment
practice
● All businesses that work with the council are living wage employers
● Open government where information is easily accessible in an easy to read format
● As a council we get things right first time
● Clean neighbourhoods with pride restored and working to support each other
● An in-house refuse service free at the point of use increasing recycling rates
Evidently these will not be our pledges as they are very much a list of ambitions from
people who are passionate about our area. They are however the foundation of our
manifesto and the long term ambition of a Labour administration in North West
Leicestershire.
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Our policy agenda 2015 - 2019
We split our agenda into to four themes to work towards:
Fairness & Social Responsibility
Value for Money
Power to Communities
A Prosperous District
These themes were the basis for working parties that came together to agree the above
outcomes and to develop ideas that could go forward as firm commitments for the
election manifesto. These discussions were extremely positive and included some
prospective councillors as well as current group members. I would like to thank all those
involved in assisting with this process.

Fairness and Social Responsibility
As a district council we pledge to support all residents relative to need and tackle crime
and grime to restore pride in our neighbourhoods.

Clean and green district
We believe that it is important for local people to be able to shape services for their
neighbourhood. It is clear that our enforcement teams are overstretched and we will
conduct a full review of the service to ensure the capacity exists to meet the
expectations of residents.
We will continue to provide a directly operated refuse service, free of charge. We will
also look to increase our recycling offer.
We also believe that the district council is uniquely placed to lead the community in
adoption of green technology to reduce our impact on the environment and reduce
energy costs. That is why we will produce a plan to use renewable energy sources and
to make council buildings more energy efficient.

Caring district
A large number of local people have been hit hard by the welfare changes brought in by
the coalition government. We pledge to make things easier for those on the lowest
incomes by bringing in policies that mitigate against their loss of income and to increase
employment opportunities.
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We will start to roll back the reduction in council tax support by first reducing the amount
those eligible need to pay from 15% to 10% in 2016/17 and should finances allow by
5% for the next two years.
Should a Labour government not be elected and the bedroom tax remain in place we
will investigate ways to mitigate this appalling attack on low income families and
disabled people.
We will work with local volunteer centres and charities to increase organised
volunteering opportunities for people and review the council's grants schemes to
maximise funding going towards organisations that clearly demonstrate a focus towards
getting positive community and individual outcomes through its work.

Value for Money
The current finances of the District Council are not sustainable, reliant on windfall
income that could reduce or stop at short notice. We are also largely dependant on
decisions made in Whitehall about how much money we need. We believe that in order
to be effective we need to get the finances on a more secure footing that is independent
of governmental mood shifts.

Review of income
Council tax will be reviewed each year, however we will keep any increases as low as
possible. We will also have to review charges set by the council to ensure they are fair
and reasonable for the service provided.
We also need to ensure that the council’s commercial assets are generating as much
income for the council as they can. We may look to increase our portfolio to bring in
further income and regenerate underused commercial properties.
We will lobby government and the Local Government Association to get changes to
policy that will allow us to keep a greater proportion of business rates and find new
ways of working with neighbouring authorities.

Review of expenditure
Shortly after taking office we would employ the Local Government Association to review
our management structure, to ensure that we are getting best value for money and have
the best structure for the needs of the council.
There have been occasions where expenditure has increased due to mistakes and
flaws in the decision making process. We will be introducing changes which will allow us
to work towards being a council that does things right first time.
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As a council we have started to increase the amount we spend with local businesses
but it has not gone far enough. We believe that in setting challenging local spend
targets and reviewing contracts we currently hold we can work with local business
groups to reduce barriers to working with the council.
However there must also be a commitment from those we do business with to abide by
good employment practice and pay their staff the living wage. This will be looked into
further through a fairness commission to take place early after the election.
We will reduce the dependance on agency staff and external private consultants. We
believe that by empowering and training staff we can build up the expertise where it
currently doesn’t exist. We will also ensure that all entry-level positions at the council
are filled by local people on proper apprenticeships and will guarantee all apprentices a
job upon completion.

Power to Communities
Planning
Planning has been one of the biggest issues and seems to have defined the district
council over the last 4 years. The Tory administration has failed to get a local plan in
place and through all the uncertainty from the council and the changes to planning by
government vast sections of our countryside have seen planning applications being
approved for housing.
This has been going on with no control by the council and developers have been able to
get what they want and have also been pulling out of their commitments to provide
affordable housing so they can maximise their profits. People across the district are,
rightly, angry at the situation and we agree that we cannot go on like this.
We will get a local plan in place as soon as possible, but we will not do it by skipping
any meaningful consultation with the public. We will encourage the development of
neighbourhood plans alongside making sure everyone gets a chance to have a say on
the local plan for their area.
We will also repeal the decision made by the cabinet to allow developers to renege on
providing affordable housing on their developments and enforce this requirement as
much as possible on all qualifying development in the district.

Private Sector Housing
We wish to continue to build on good relationships with good landlords in the district,
however we recognise that there are examples of where the private rented housing in
an area fall short of the expectations of their tenants. The choice to tenants who are
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forced into the private rented sector but are having to claim benefits is limited due to the
individual prejudices of a small number of landlords, this means that on occasion where
a family is on benefits, or in any other situation, it can transpire that the quality of the
housing open to them is of poor quality and the 'security of tenure' is no security at all.
There is also the possibility of poor maintenance, breaches of safety requirements and
rent hikes at short notice.
We recognise this is not true for the vast majority of private landlords, however we
believe in a decent home for everyone and will not tolerate such conditions for our
residents. We will therefore strengthen our enforcement team, we will also review
private rented housing in the district and look to employ licensing schemes where we
feel it to be necessary.
Another area of concern is the number of empty properties in the district. Many have
laid the charge at the council why so much new housing is being built while properties
lay empty in pretty much every corner of the district. We believe that while some work
has been done to tackle this problem, the administration have merely been paying it lipservice.
Labour would ensure that progress on getting properties back into use is accelerated
and given the resources to make it happen.

Council Housing
The district is currently far behind in providing enough social housing and although good
progress has been made on making improvements to existing stock that has not gone
as well as it should have.
We need desperately to start building council houses again. We will ensure this is a
priority and will deliver housing through a number of mechanisms including partnership
working with housing associations and private developers. Labour will also be making
sure that all new council houses will be built to a very high environmental standard and
make use of multiple green technology solutions to reduce the energy costs for our
tenants as well as reducing the impact on the environment from our portfolio.
Labour will also review our current stock and ensure that we are maximising energy
efficiency options. We will also be reviewing the maintenance service and refocus it to
be completed more and more by district council employed staff rather than relying on
contractors.
Labour believes that living in a council house must go back to being something you can
be proud of. This will mean a continued right to lifetime tenancies, but that will be
matched by a responsibility to look after that property and its surrounding area. We will
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re-instate estate inspections and will carry out regular inspections, by appointment, of
our housing stock. Anti-social behaviour will not be tolerated and be dealt with swiftly
and robustly.

Arts & Leisure (Wellbeing)
Labour will increase access to leisure and cultural activities as we believe that they are
essential for a good quality of life and wellbeing. It is just as important to spend time
exercising your body at the gym or the pool as it is to exercise your mind.
This is why we believe it is essential for people to have easy access to activities that are
fun and rewarding. The district council has a role in providing some of these activities,
but it also has an important role in facilitating others to provide them as well. We will set
up a local wellbeing partnership that will bring providers across the district together to
coordinate and target services and opportunities for people.
The district council will work with partners to create district strategy for Arts & Culture
that will increase the offering and accessibility to our residents of high quality cultural
activities.
We will keep the leisure centres in district council ownership and look to extend the
services we offer, as well as look at radical ways to increase accessibility and increase
the use of our leisure centres. We will remove the joining fee which has no justification
in cost terms at all and we will provide free swimming for all district residents under the
age of 16.

Transparent Democracy
Decisions at the council are increasingly being made without scrutiny and behind closed
doors. We plan to increase access to democracy and take some decisions down to a
more local level.
Labour will call in the LGA to conduct a review of our governance arrangements, they
will be looking at the executive model and scrutiny arrangements as well as ways we
can repair the disconnect local people feel between them and decision makers. We will
also lead a discussion around the desire of some to return to a committee system.
Labour believes in localising decision making, therefore we will commit to having a
conversation with unparished areas of the district to determine whether a parish council
should be set up.
Labour believes that people who wish to watch public meetings of the council should be
able to do so. Labour will make a number of changes that will make this easier. Firstly
we will ensure that all public meetings are webcast and archived for future viewing. This
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will require a review of the meeting facilities provided in the council chamber and a
review of the chamber will take place to ensure it can be brought into the 21st century.
All public meetings of the council will take place in the council chamber so they are
easily accessed and the cost of webcasting can be reduced by virtue of only one room
being used.
Cabinet meetings currently start at 5pm and last, typically, around 30 minutes. This is
the forum where most decisions are made and we believe the quality of the meetings
under this administration is a travesty. We will firstly move the meeting to the chamber
and start the meeting at 6:30pm in line with other meetings. We will also review which
decisions have been delegated to portfolio holders with a view to bringing some of those
back to cabinet or council.
Planning committee meetings start at 4:30pm, they can sometimes last 2½ hours, but
we still believe that for accessibility for both the public and councillors this meeting
should commence at 6:30pm in line with other meetings. We will provide further
displays behind the chairman so that the public are able to view presentations from the
other side of the room.
We will also commit to shifting the council’s emphasis away from consultation on final
proposals and will instead focus on engagement at the early stages of any proposal so
people can have the best opportunity to shape council policy and at a time when no
decisions about preferred options have been taken.

A Prosperous District
Employment
While employment levels in the district are relatively high, we still have deep-seated
issues around low pay levels and under-employment. Barriers to employment include
poor public transport links, job opportunities created away from areas of housing
growth. Labour will promote well paid jobs and will be promoting the district to bring in
more high skilled jobs such as manufacturing.
Labour also believes that local businesses should provide a commitment to provide
good quality apprenticeships with a job at the end of it. As a way of supporting local
businesses we will set the council challenging targets on the amount we spend on local
firms and reducing the barriers to working with the council.
We will take public transport links and access to employment as serious planning
considerations when drawing up our local plan and will look to apply strict guidelines as
planning policy.
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A New Town Centre Strategy
Our town centres have had mixed fortunes over the last 5 years. Coalville remains a
priority for regeneration and is the main population centre in the district, however other
towns and villages have their own unique problems.
Labour will develop a town centre strategy for each of our towns and larger villages
which will focus on support for high street shops and small businesses as well as
improvements to the appearance of the area if required. We need to ensure the
continued identity of our individual high streets and town centres and help them to
thrive.
Labour will reduce the impact of car parking charges through a comprehensive review
of the service. This will also be completed shortly after the election. Labour will also
commit to investing in our markets and allowing markets across the district to flourish as
part of the town centre strategy.
Labour are committed to making Coalville the best it can be. We will therefore seek,
early on, talks with landowners in the town centre to ensure the best possible outcome
for the town and we will consult on a realistic, deliverable vision for Coalville town centre
making sure business owners and residents are fully involved in building that vision.

Our Pledges
Free swimming for all under 16
Bring planning back under control
Enough social and affordable housing for local need
Encourage all local employers to pay a living wage
Review car parking as part of new town centre strategy
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